Stability of the B cell antigen receptor modulates its signaling and antigen-targeting functions.
The binding of antigens to the B cell antigen receptor (BCR) results in the initiation of signaling cascades and the internalization of the antigens for processing and presentation. Recent studies indicate that antigen binding destabilizes the BCR as a mechanism to down-regulate B cell responses. Two point mutations in the transmembrane domain of murine membrane IgM (mIgM) (YS to VV) weaken the interaction of mIgM with Igalpha/Igbeta heterodimer, resulting in a destabilized BCR. Using muYS/VV BCR, effects of the destabilized BCR on the functions of an endogenous wild-type mIgG(2a) BCR were analyzed. The muYS/VV BCR is defective in signaling and does not target antigens to late endocytic compartments for processing and presentation. Coligation of the muYS/VV BCR with the endogenous BCR interferes with antigen-targeting functions of the endogenous BCR. Thus, the destabilized BCR has a dominant effect, down-regulating the function of stable wild-type BCR. The ability of the destabilized BCR to influence the stable BCR may play an important role in turning off B cell responses for antigen-driven anergy and tolerance.